Optimization of homonuclear 2D NMR for fast quantitative analysis: application to tropine-nortropine mixtures.
Quantitative analysis by (1)H NMR is often hampered by heavily overlapping signals that may occur for complex mixtures, especially those containing similar compounds. Bidimensional homonuclear NMR spectroscopy can overcome this difficulty. A thorough review of acquisition and post-processing parameters was carried out to obtain accurate and precise, quantitative 2D J-resolved and DQF-COSY spectra in a much reduced time, thus limiting the spectrometer instabilities in the course of time. The number of t(1) increments was reduced as much as possible, and standard deviation was improved by optimization of spectral width, number of transients, phase cycling and apodization function. Localized polynomial baseline corrections were applied to the relevant chemical shift areas. Our method was applied to tropine-nortropine mixtures. Quantitative J-resolved spectra were obtained in less than 3 min and quantitative DQF-COSY spectra in 12 min, with an accuracy of 3% for J-spectroscopy and 2% for DQF-COSY, and a standard deviation smaller than 1%.